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    Kapani Lodge	
South Luangwa National Park, 

ZAMBIA	
The lodge	

Kapani is a fabulous Safari Lodge accommodating up to eighteen guests. The eight 
brick and thatch rooms are designed for the warmer weather with high ceilings, 
overhead fans and large gauzed windows. Each standard suite has an en-suite 
bathroom with shower and a lounge with bar fridge and individual room safes.  They 
all face the Kapani Lagoon where a multitude of birds, hippo, giraffe, elephant and 
antelope feed.  It is not uncommon to spot a passing leopard drinking in front of the 
deck or to see lion strolling by.  Kapani boasts a secluded swimming pool, lounge, 
library and small craft shop and is minutes from the main entrance to the South 
Luangwa National Park. !
Norman Carr Safaris is an award-winning Safari company and particularly respected 
for their guides, many were trained by Norman Carr himself and all share his passion 
for the Zambian bush. !
Norman Carr Safaris’Heritage	

Norman Carr – the father of Zambian conservation and tourism- built Kapani in 1986 
and made it his home until his death in 1997. He had been in the Valley for over fifty 



years. In this time he earned the reputation across the continent as a tireless 
conservationist and was the founding father of photographic walking safaris and the 
concept of ”eco-tourism”. He wrote several books about the local area and the 
people and wildlife that live here. His legacy now continues to live through his family 
and dedicated staff – Kapani is still the home of the Carr family. !
The Winner’s itinerary	

o The option of morning and evening safaris each day (walking safaris are also 
available on request) 

o A day spent with expert wildlife NGO’s SLCS and ZCP, meeting the team, learning 
about their work and getting involved in some of the day-to-day activities. 
Followed by a team braii to celebrate the money raised for anti snare patrols by 
the winning design 

o 2 days working with Mulberry Mongoose: 

o Day 1: meeting the team, learning how the hand crafted jewellery is 
designed and made and getting an insight into how the Snare Wire coils are 
collected and worked with 

o Day 2; enjoying a fun design day with the Mulberry Mongoose team! Showing 
the team how you designed your winning piece and the inspiration behind it.  
Then, using our extensive bead selection to craft your own special bracelet 
as a memory of your Luangwa Valley holiday. 

o A day trip to Chipembele Education Trust to visit the Wildlife museum, meet the 
orphaned animals and learn more about the NGO work done in the South Luangwa.  
Followed by sundowners with the Norman Carr Safaris team.    

o A relaxing day at the lodge enjoying the food, the pool and the wildlife! 
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THE ORIGINAL SAFARI COMPANY est. 1950	

www.normancarrsafaris.com 
bookings@normancarrsafaris.com
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